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We performed experiments at the Omega Laser Facility to characterize the initial, laser-driven state
of a radiative shock experiment. These experiments aimed to measure the shock breakout time from
a thin, laser-irradiated Be disk. The data are then used to inform a range of valid model parameters,
such as electron flux limiter and polytropic c, used when simulating radiative shock experiments
using radiation hydrodynamics codes. The characterization experiment and the radiative shock
experiment use a laser irradiance of !7" 1014 W cm#2 to launch a shock in the Be disk. A velocity
interferometer and a streaked optical pyrometer were used to infer the amount of time for the shock
to move through the Be disk. The experimental results were compared with simulation results from
the Hyades code, which can be used to model the initial conditions of a radiative shock system
using the CRASH code. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4805021]

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiative shocks occur when the energy flux due to ther-
mal radiative loss from a system approaches the energy flux
from the shocked material. When this occurs, the radiation
affects the hydrodynamic structure of the system. These types
of shocks are found in some accretion phenomena, supernovae
and stellar shocks.1–6 Further discussion of astrophysical con-
nections is in the paper by Drake.7 There are different types of
radiative shocks depending on the opacity of the upstream
(unshocked) and downstream (shocked) materials, and in
some cases Mach number.8,9 The system we are studying has
an optically thick downstream region and a upstream region
from which radiation readily escapes. The escaping radiation
heats the region ahead of the shock, which is referred to as the
radiative precursor region. The radiative losses cause the
region behind the shock to cool rapidly. The drop in tempera-
ture causes the volume of the post-shock region to decrease
creating a “collapsed layer.” This leads to a compression of
the shocked material being much higher than 4, which is
the maximum compression due to hydrodynamic shock.

Radiative shocks have been created and studied at high-
energy-density facilities around the world. Several of these
experiments use an energy source, which can be a high-energy
laser, to launch a piston into a low-density gas or foam.7,10–18

The result is generally a very fast moving shock with large
radiative fluxes. Other experiments create a radiative blast
wave by local energy deposition in a low-density material,
which can lead to secondary shocks or unstable structures.19–24

For more than a decade, we have been studying the
piston-driven radiative shock system.7,13,17,25–28 These experi-
ments use the Omega Laser Facility29 to deposit kilojoules of
energy into a sub-millimeter spot on a thin Be disk. This disk

is accelerated into a polyimide (C22H10N2O5) tube filled with
Xe gas at 1.1 atm. This creates a fast moving (greater than
100 km/s) shock that has significant radiative loses. The target
structure also includes gold and acrylic shielding for diagnos-
tic purposes. An x-ray radiograph of this experimental system
is shown in the left panel of Figure 1. The dark regions in this
image are typically shocked Xe, in which plasma is flowing to
the right and the laser was incident from the left. A fiducial
grid on the upper portion of the image is used for calibration.
The shock position is about 2.2 mm from the Be disk and the
shocked Xe layer is about 120 lm thick, which indicates a
compression ratio of over 18. The shocked Xe layer may be
thinner than observed due to tilt, which would result in higher
compression ratios.27

Due to their complexity, radiative shock systems are dif-
ficult to model. The Center for Radiative Hydrodynamics
(CRASH) at University of Michigan is developing a 3D radia-
tion hydrodynamics code in an effort to simulate systems of
this type.30,31 The CRASH code is an Eulerian, flux-limited
multigroup diffusion, radiation hydrodynamics code. In initial
work with CRASH, the laser-energy deposition has been
modeled using the 2D Hyades code.32 A simulated radiograph
from CRASH simulation output of a radiative shock experi-
ment is shown in the right panel of Figure 1. The parameters
of the simulation were similar to those of the experiment.

There are numerous detailed differences between the ex-
perimental and simulated radiographs. Some of these reflect
the fact that the simulation is 2D while there is clearly some
3D structure in the experiment. But even allowing for this, the
morphology of the simulated shock was clearly different from
that in the experiment. Examination of the simulated parame-
ters showed that this reflected a complex interplay of radial
and axial flows. This led us to conclude that understanding
the behavior of the shock in the Be was essential to assure
that the simulation was starting with the correct energy and
momentum content. This in turn led to the experiments
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discussed here. The measurement used to study the initial
conditions was the time it takes for the shock to move through
or “breakout” of the Be disk. This is often referred to as the
shock breakout time. The shock breakout time can aid in the
determination of model parameters, such as the electron flux
limiter and polytropic c of Be. In this paper, experiments per-
formed to understand the laser-driven state that initializes the
radiative shock experiment are detailed.

Previously, many experiments have been performed that
study the conditions before and when a shock wave breaks
out of a material. The purposes of these experiments include
measuring the ablation pressure deposited in the material,33

measuring the refractive index of a material,34 estimating
preheat in a system,35,36 and studying the equation of state
(EOS) of the material.37 The results from these experiments
are used to inform studies of inertial confinement fusion,38

planetary interiors,39 and hydrodynamics instabilities.35,40

Shock breakout experiments typically use a velocity interfer-
ometer and optical pyrometer as diagnostics.

While each radiative shock experiment is performed
under nominally the same conditions, there are variations in
some experimental parameters, for example, laser energy,
Be disk thickness, and Xe gas pressure. When modeling the
experiment, some parameters are used that cannot be directly
measured in the experiment, such as, the electron flux limiter
and the equation of state of the material, represented here by
a polytropic index (ratio of specific heats) c. Simulations
with the Hyades and CRASH codes were used to help under-
stand the effects of the variations in experimental parameters
and a valid range for model parameters.

In this paper, we describe shock breakout experiments
that support the understanding of the experimental initial
conditions and the modeling parameters used in simulating
the radiative shock experiment. The experimental data are
compared to 2D Hyades simulations in which the polytropic
c of Be, laser energy, electron flux limiter, Be thickness, and
polyimide wall opacity are varied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DIAGNOSTICS

To characterize the initial state of the radiative shock
experiment, we performed 12 experiments to measure the
shock breakout from a Be disk over three experimental days.
The majority of the Be disk thicknesses ranged from 19 to

21 lm 6 0.5 lm where the average disk thickness was
19.9 lm with a standard deviation of 0.6 lm. Two experi-
ments were performed with a 10 lm 6 0.5 lm disk. Each Be
disk was irradiated with ten Omega laser beams that were
smoothed with a Distributed Phase Plate (DPP), which cre-
ates a spatial profile of a super-Gaussian with an exponent of
4.5 and a laser spot size of about 820 lm FWHM. The laser
beams are further smoothed by the temporal beam-smoothing
technique Smoothing by Spectral Dispersion (SSD) to pro-
duce moving speckles in the beam spot about 5 lm in size.
The requested total laser energy was 3.8 kJ. For the 12 experi-
ments performed, the on-target total laser energy averaged
3.841 kJ 6 0.001 kJ. The range of laser energy for these
experiments was 3.403 kJ–3.946 kJ with a standard deviation
of 0.152 kJ. The laser pulse was a 1 ns square pulse with
about 100 ps of rise and fall time. The nominal on-target laser
irradiance was about 7" 1014 W/cm2.

The ablation pressure produced by the laser beams
launches a shock into the Be disk and the emergence of that
shock from the rear surface is recorded on multiple experi-
mental diagnostics. These diagnostics are calibrated and the
amount of time it takes for the shock to move through the Be
disk is inferred. Three instruments were used on each experi-
ment to make these measurements and in the majority of
experiments all three collected data.

Two of the instruments were a Velocity Interferometer
System for Any Reflector (VISAR)41 set to different sensi-
tivities. A VISAR uses a laser with a wavelength of 532 nm
to probe a surface and detect the rate of change in the optical
path to a surface. This can lead to a measurement of a veloc-
ity profile of a surface from which one can infer average
pressures. For the experiment reported here, the probe laser
is reflected off of the rear (non laser-irradiated side) of the
Be disk as shown in Figure 2. Since the Be disk is opaque to
the probe laser light, only movement on the rear surface,
such as the shock exiting the rear surface of the disk, is
recorded. This is referred as shock breakout and the time it
takes for this to occur is referred to as the shock breakout
time. This will yield an average shock velocity in the Be
disk and an average pressure by the relation

P2 ¼
2

ðcþ 1Þ
q1u2

s 1# ðc# 1ÞP1

2q1u2
s

! "
; (1)

FIG. 1. (Left) An x-ray radiograph of a
radiative shock. The shock is moving to
the right and was imaged at 14 ns after
the initialization of the laser pulse. The
dark regions in this radiograph indicate
dense material. The Be disk is behind
the compressed Xe layer, but is not visi-
ble due to its lower relative opacity.
This image is adapted from Doss et al.
2010.27 (right) A simulated radiograph
from such a CRASH simulation results
showing a radiative shock at t¼ 14 ns.
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where P2 and P1 are the upstream and dowstream pressures,
respectively, c is the post-shock polytropic index, and us is the
shock velocity. For a strong shock, P2 ( P1 and 2=ðcþ 1Þ is
of order 1 so Eq. (1) can be approximated as P2 ! qu2

s .
The third diagnostic used to measure the shock breakout

time was a Streaked Optical Pyrometer (SOP).42 A SOP is a
passive detector that records thermal emission on a streak
camera which results in a 2D image showing the surface
emission in space and time. SOP views the rear surface of
the target and as the hot shock emerges from the rear of the
Be disk its emission will be recorded with the SOP, from
which the breakout time can be inferred.

Examples of the typical VISAR and SOP data from this
experiment are shown in Figure 3. The SOP data are shown
in the left panel with time increasing to the right. There is no
detectable emission from the rear surface of the target until
the shock emerges from the rear surface of the disk. The thin
bright line on the left of this image occurs as the laser pulse
is initiated although for unknown reasons. It should be noted
that the SOP (and VISAR) data show curvature in the break-
out feature. This is due to the profile of the laser spot, which
results in a curved shock as the Be disk is larger than the
laser spot. For the radiative shock experiment, the shock
tube is 575 lm in diameter and the shock breakout feature is
relatively planar over that region.

The VISAR data are shown in the right panel in Figure
3 with time increasing to the right. In this case, the probe

beam is reflected off of the rear surface of the Be disk, which
produces the bright signal on the left. The thin, bright line in
the image is the shock breaking out of the Be disk. Prior to
shock breakout, there is an area on the image with no signal.
This occurs after the initial laser pulse has begun and the
VISAR probe beam is absorbed, which often occurs at high
laser irradiances,43 until the shock breaks out of the disk and
the shock itself is reflective.

Typically a VISAR uses a probe beam to detect the rate
of change in the derivative of the optical path to the surface.
In this experiment, some shots were performed in this mode
and the motion of the surface before shock breakout was
found to be very small and difficult to detect. For the major-
ity of the experiments, the diagnostic was used in a mode
where only the shock breakout was detected and not the
motion on the surface.

Both of these VISAR and SOP measurements can be
calibrated in time using the timing fiducials, which are cre-
ated with an optical laser, seen at the bottom of both of the
images shown in Figure 3. The shock breakout time was
measured to the 50% rise of the feature indicating breakout.
To discern individuals experiments, the thickness of each
disk has been offset 0.2 lm. The 3 data points for each disk
are from the 2 VISARs and the SOP instruments. In some
cases, 1 or 2 of the diagnostics did not produce usable data.
The vertical error bars on each point are due to the error in
each diagnostic measurement, which is due to the sensitivity
of the measurement. The VISARs (set to different sensitiv-
ities) were the most sensitive and had errors of 610 ps and
620 ps while the SOP had a larger error of 630 ps. The error
in the disk thickness is 60.5 lm.

There exists a larger systematic error in the time calibra-
tion due to the timing of the fiducial laser relative to the laser
pulse used to irradiate the disk. The timing of these 2 lasers is
known to 650 ps. This timing should be consistent on a sin-
gle experimental day, but the data shown in Figure 4 were

FIG. 2. A schematic of the target. A nominally 20 lm Be disk is irradiated
with several laser beams. The diagnostics (2 VISARs and SOP) view the
rear surface of the target and measure the shock breakout time.

FIG. 3. Typical data from experiments performed with a nominally 20 lm
thick Be disk from the SOP (left panel) and VISAR (right panel). Both diag-
nostics view an 800 lm high region on the rear surface of the Be disk and re-
cord when the shock breaks out of the disk. The fiducials on the bottom of
each image are spaced 548 ps apart.

FIG. 4. Shock breakout time for Be disks of 19, 20, and 21 lm. Data points
are offset in thickness to discern between individual experiments. The error
bars on individual points indicate the uncertainty due to that diagnostic and
the larger error bar on the right represents the systematic error in the experi-
ment due to the uncertainty in the timing of the laser pulse irradiating the Be
disk and the laser pulse that creates the fiducial shown at the bottom of the
experimental images in Figure 3.
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taken over 3 experimental days so the maximum credible off-
set for the data set is 650 ps. The systematic timing error is
the largest error for the data and encompasses the entire tim-
ing range observed, which was 397–487 ps. This is indicated
by a 650 ps error bar on the plot. Under the experimental
conditions described above, the average shock breakout time
for the nominally 20 lm disk was 457 ps.

III. SIMULATIONS

Due to the difficulty in creating and diagnosing high-
energy-density physics experiments, experimental data are
often limited. Computer models can assist in the planning
and understanding of experiments. However, it can be diffi-
cult to ascertain the value of a model parameter that cannot
be directly measured in the experiment, such as electron flux
limiter and polytropic c of Be. Simulation results can also be
used to determine the effect of experimental parameters that
vary between experiments, such as laser energy and Be disk
thickness. Simulations to model the laser-driven state of the
Be disk were performed with the 2D Hyades code.

The Hyades code is a one- and two-dimensional,
Lagrangian code with a multigroup, flux-limited diffusion
radiative transport model. Hyades uses equations that describe
a three-temperature, single fluid. The pressure in the momen-
tum and energy equations represents the summed contribu-
tions from electrons, ions, and radiation. There is an energy
equation for ions, for electrons, and for each radiation group.
Electron heat transport is modeled by single group, flux-
limited diffusion. Multi-group radiation allows the user to
assign energy ranges to many different photon groups, for
each of which the opacity is calculated using an average atom
model. Hyades also includes a laser-energy deposition model
that here modeled the incoming laser beams in two dimen-
sions. Results from Hyades simulations can be used to initiate
CRASH simulations.

A total of 104 simulations were performed using the 2D
Hyades code varying the Be polytropic c, laser energy, elec-
tron flux limiter, Be thickness, and the opacity of the polyi-
mide wall. The majority of these parameters were chosen
because a previous sensitivity study, performed with 1D
Hyades, indicated that the shock position was most sensitive
to these parameters. The exception is the wall opacity, which
was studied because it could not be modeled in 1D simula-
tions. These simulations modeled the radiative shock experi-
ment, which includes Xe gas, gold, and acrylic shielding
material. However, for purposes of the experiments detailed
in this paper, only the behavior of the shock in the Be disk is
of interest. It should not be affected by the other materials in
the model.

The laser energy refers to the total laser energy on target
and the Be thickness is the overall thickness of the Be disk.
The electron flux limiter is used to reduce the amount of
energy transported via electron thermal conduction in laser-
irradiated materials.44,45 In these simulations, a gamma-law
EOS was used to model the Be as an ideal gas. In this case,
P ¼ ðc# 1Þq!, where P is the pressure, q is the mass den-
sity, ! is the specific internal energy, and c is the polytropic
index. For a fully ionized gas, c is equal to 5/3; it is smaller

for a partially ionized material, such as the Be here.46 The
wall opacity refers to the opacity of the polyimide tube wall.
The opacity is defined as ql, where q is the mass density and
l is the mass absorption coefficient and is specific to material
and wavelength of light being attenuated by the material. In
the simulation, the opacity of the polyimide wall was varied
using a scale factor f and the opacity was modeled as f ql.
The experiment detailed in the present paper does not
include a polyimide tube, only the Be disk. However, the
radiative shock experiment described in earlier papers13,17,25

includes a polyimide shock tube, which hold the Xe or, in
some cases, Ar gas. It has been observed that the polyimide
tube absorbs some of the radiation emitted upstream of the
shock26 and the opacity of the tube could affect the amount
of radiation emitted from the target.

The range of each of the five parameters varied is shown
in Table I. The parameter values used for each of the 104
Hyades simulations were constructed using a 64 point or-
thogonal latin hypercube over the 5 dimensional input space,
with a space filling criterion. Forty additional sample points
were then selected in 4 sequential groups of 10 points each
to fill in holes in input space. Many studies use latin hyper-
cubes to sample a large parameter space while minimizing
computing cost.

A contour plot of the density from the results of a
Hyades simulation is shown in Figure 5. The shock is mov-
ing to the right and is about 700 lm from the laser-irradiated
surface of the Be. Also, the laser-ablated plasma is moving
to the left. Additional simulation results from the full set of
simulations are shown in Figures 6–9. These 4 plots show
the shock breakout time (the amount of time it takes the
shock to reach the rear of the Be disk for that particular sim-
ulation) versus one of the five parameters varied. The uncer-
tainty in the shock breakout time is approximately the size of
the marker. The black horizontal line in Figures 6–9 indi-
cates the average experimental shock breakout time and the
shaded area is the full range of experimental shock breakout
times for the 19, 20, and 21 lm Be disks.

IV. DISCUSSION

When comparing the results of the simulations to experi-
mental data, one must consider the definition of t¼ 0. For
the simulation, t¼ 0 is the defined at the initiation of the
laser pulse. For the experiment, t¼ 0 is 2% of the maximum
on the rising edge of the laser pulse. The difference only a
few picoseconds and will be taken as part of the uncertainty
in the measurement so that the simulation and experimental
shock breakout times will be compared directly.

TABLE I. Input range of the parameters varied in the 104 2D Hyades

simulations.

Parameter Input range

Be c 1.40–1.75

Flux limiter 0.05–0.075

Be thickness (lm) 18–22

Laser energy (kJ) 3.6–4.0

Wall opacity scale factor 0.7–1.4
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Figure 6 shows the shock breakout time versus the poly-
tropic c of Be. The steep negative slope in the plot indicates
that Be c has a strong negative correlation to the shock
breakout time. As Be c increases, the shock breakout time
decreases which also corresponds to the shock moving faster.
Comparing to the average experimental breakout time, the
best value range for Be c is about 1.4–1.55. This is less than
the value for fully ionized Be, and is consistent with the
SESAME tables. The result is sensible since the Be tempera-
ture is 50 eV here while the fourth ionization energy of Be is
>200 eV. However, the strong dependence on Be c came as
a surprise to us. While Eq. (1) does imply that a smaller
value of c corresponds to a smaller shock velocity at constant
ablation pressure, the difference in shock velocity for the
range of c used would be 7%, while instead the observed dif-
ference exceeds 25%. There would appear to be a nonlinear
connection of post-shock density and ablation pressure in the
simulations, but we do not understand its origins.

Figure 7 shows the shock breakout time versus electron
flux limiter. The input range for electron flux limiter was
0.05 to 0.075. There is a slight negative slope on this plot,
which is expected since more energy is transported via elec-
tron heat conduction as the electron flux limiter increases

corresponding to a higher ablation pressure, faster shock ve-
locity, and shorter shock breakout time. However, the simu-
lated shock breakout time falls into the experimental range
for all flux limiter values. Typical values for the electron flux
limiter from the literature are 0.05 and 0.06.44,45

Figure 8 shows the shock breakout time versus Be disk
thickness. This plot shows a positive slope meaning that the
thicker the disk the longer it takes for the shock to pass
through it. This conclusion is to be expected, but it should be
noted that the simulation output covers the experimental
range of data even though the experimental range of Be thick-
ness is slightly less than that sampled in the models. The ex-
perimental average tends toward thicker Be disks even though
the average disk thickness was 19.9 lm.

Figure 9 show the shock breakout time versus total laser
energy. It is worth noting that the experimental laser range is
slightly larger than the range sampled in the simulations. This
is due to 1 experiment that had a low on-target energy
(3.4 kJ). This plot indicates that any correlation between laser
energy and shock breakout time is much smaller than the cor-
relation with other variables in the run set. This is similar to
the finding of the experiment, which indicates that within the
experimental error the laser energy does not have an effect on

FIG. 5. Simulation output from a 2D Hyades simu-
lation of a radiative shock experiment at 4.5 ns.
This image shows the density along the shock tube
and in the radial direction. The shock is moving to
the right and the laser is incident from the left.

FIG. 6. A plot of shock breakout time versus the Be c for the 104 2D
Hyades simulations with the experimental average at 450 ps shock by the
black line and the experimental range shown by the gray region.

FIG. 7. A plot of shock breakout time versus the electron flux limiter for the
104 2D Hyades simulations with the experimental average at 450 ps shock
by the black line and the experimental range shown by the gray region.
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the shock breakout time. Note that this does not indicate that
the laser energy has no effect on shock velocity for the radia-
tive shock experiment described in the Introduction of this pa-
per. It is possible that at such early times (about 450 ps) the
effect of laser energy on shock location is small but that it
becomes larger at later times when the radiative shock is
observed (about 13 ns).

The plot of the shock breakout time versus wall opacity
is similar to Figure 9 and shows no correlation to the shock
breakout time. The wall opacity should have no effect on
shock breakout time but, again, could have an effect on the
radiative shock experiment.

Figure 10 shows a histogram of the frequency of the
shock break times with bins of 25 ps. The average experi-
mental shock breakout time is indicated by the dashed line at

457 ps. The majority of the simulations (89 of the 104) have
shock breakout times prior to the experimental average. This
is more clearly seen in Figure 11. This is a plot of shock
position versus time with output from all the of 104 Hyades
simulations. All of the simulation output falls into the gray
region with the black lines being the bounding edges of the
simulation output. The experimental data are also plotted
with the shock position being the thickness of the Be disk.
From this plot, it can be seen that the data overlap with the
upper part of the simulations with some simulations having
no overlap with the experiment and for the majority of the
simulations the shock is moving faster in the simulations.

The discrepancy between the simulation and the experi-
ment could be related to multiple factors. It is possible that
the input range that was sampled is unphysical, which can
inform the input range for future simulations. For example,

FIG. 8. A plot of shock breakout time versus the Be thickness for the 104
2D Hyades simulations with the experimental average at 450 ps shock by the
black line and the experimental range shown by the gray region.

FIG. 9. A plot of shock breakout time versus the laser energy for the 104 2D
Hyades simulations with the experimental average at 450 ps shock by the
black line and the experimental range shown by the gray region.

FIG. 10. A histogram of shock breakout times from 2D Hyades simulation
results with the experimental average indicated by the black dashed line.
The majority of the simulations have a shock breakout time earlier than the
experimental average.

FIG. 11. Shock position versus time for the experiment and all simulation
results. All simulation results fall between the 2 black lines in the shaded
gray region.
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due the strong dependance between the shock breakout time
and Be c, future simulations will likely have a narrower
input range for this parameter, possibly 1.4 to 1.6. Also, the
range for electron flux limiter could have been smaller and
possibly included lower values. Values used frequently in
similar models are 0.05 and 0.06 while we sampled the
range 0.05–0.075 and allow the available simulations and
observations to constrain the values for the electron flux
limiter. Using smaller values for electron flux limiter would
cause the shock velocity to decrease and therefore shock
breakout time would increase.

It is possible that laser-plasma instabilities are present in
the experiment and reduce the amount of laser energy depos-
ited in the Be disk resulting in a lower ablation pressure and
therefore a longer shock breakout time. However, at this
laser irradiance, it is unlikely that this will account for much
energy being lost. Future experiments are planned to make a
measurement of the backscattered laser light to indicate the
effects of laser-plasma instabilities.

The best values of the parameters, Be c, electron flux
limiter, and the polyimide opacity scale factor, can be deter-
mined by solving a type of inverse inverse problem. More
specifically, a Bayesian hierarchical model47 is used to com-
bine observations and simulations to provide estimates of
these three parameters. The basis for this approach is found
in Kennedy and O’Hagan48 and Higdon et al.49 and is
described briefly below. As an aside, we note that statistics
literature refers to this type of inverse problem as model cali-
bration and the parameters of interest (Be c, electron flux
limiter, and polyimide opacity scale factor) as calibration
parameters. We will adopt these terms in our discussion for
consistency.

The approach that we use writes the observations as the
sum of the simulator output, a discrepancy term and observa-
tion error. That is,

yðxÞ ¼ gðx; hÞ þ dðxÞ þ !; (2)

where y(x) denotes an observed quantity of interest at input
setting x (i.e., the variables that we can adjust and/or mea-
sure in the experiment), h is the vector of calibration parame-
ters to be estimated, gðx; hÞ is the simulator output at input
settings ðx; hÞ; dðxÞ is the discrepancy that accounts for sys-
tematic differences between the code output and the system
mean, and ! is observation error. Note that a CRASH code
run takes in inputs t in place of the true calibration parame-
ters h and many different combinations of Be c, electron flux
limiter, and the polyimide opacity scale factor are explored
in the simulations. However, the value of the calibration pa-
rameter in the field, h, is unknown and has to be estimated as
part of fitting the Bayesian hierarchical model.

To set up the Bayesian hierarchical model, Gaussian
process models50 are used to estimate the response surfaces
g and d and the errors are assumed to be independent and
identically distributed normal random variables. This in turn
implies a multivariate normal likelihood for the vector of ex-
perimental observations and simulations. Next prior distribu-
tions are chosen for the parameters of the statistical model
(denote these as q) and the calibration parameters h. For the

calibration parameters, the prior distributions are generally
constant over the assumed range (i.e., uniform distributions)
to represent our prior belief of their values. Bayes’ theorem
is used to combine data (observations and simulations) with
the prior distribution for the parameters to obtain the poste-
rior distribution of the parameters of interest:

pðh; qjdataÞ / pðdatajh; qÞpðh; qÞ;

where we use p to generically denote a distribution and
pðh; qjdataÞ is called the posterior distribution of parameters.
The posterior distribution of calibration parameters,
pðhjdataÞ, is found by integrating out the statistical model
parameter from the posterior distribution above.

A sample for the posterior distribution of the parameters
is obtained using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).49

Using this distribution, we can determine the mode, median,
or the mean of the posterior distribution and use this as the
single nominal value for the calibration parameters. Also, we
can study the posterior distribution of calibration parameter
values to understand the uncertainty in the simulation due to
uncertainty in the calibration parameters. Figure 12 shows
the joint posterior distribution of the electron flux limiter and
Be c. Note that there is a correlation between the best flux
limiter values and the Be c, with smaller values of c corre-
lated with higher values of the electron flux limiter. We have
also examined the joint posterior distributions of the other
parameters studied, but found the strongest correlation to be
between the Be c and the electron flux limiter.

The Hyades code is able to model the laser beam irradi-
ating the Be disk in two or three dimensions. However, the
number of rays needed and the run times required for model-
ing in three dimensions are quite large, and so the present set
of runs was done modeling the rays in two dimensions. In
the experiment, the incoming beams are focused on the cen-
ter of the disk, but offset by 2 angles. Since the simulation
does not model one of these angles, one would expect that
the amount of laser energy deposited in the target would be
higher than in the experiment. This would result in a higher
ablation pressure, faster shock, and shorter shock breakout
time, which is what seen in the simulation results.

One can also estimate an average pressure of the system
by using an average shock velocity (the disk thickness di-
vided by the shock breakout time) using Eq. (1). The meas-
ured quantity is actually the square of the average of the
square root of the pressure, which we will refer as the aver-
age pressure. Using this average pressure will be useful to
compare to simulations as well as theoretical estimates pro-
vided by Lindl.51 The average shock breakout time is about
450 ps for all the experiments. This corresponds to the aver-
age pressure of 37 Mbars (where 1 Mbar is equal to 1012

dynes/cm3). The complete experimental range of shock
breakout times corresponds to pressures from 30 to 46
Mbars. The average pressure for the simulations was higher
than this. It ranges from 33 to 64 Mbars. The higher pressure
agrees with the finding that the simulation output showed
earlier shock breakout times.

We can also compare this to theoretical estimates. From
Lindl,
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l Mbars; (3)

where I2=3
14 is the laser irradiance in units of 1014 W cm#2.

This equation was developed for plastic. For a laser irradi-
ance of about 7" 1014 W cm#2 and 0.351 lm wavelength
laser light, Eq. (3) estimates an ablation pressure of 59
Mbars. This is higher than the experiment, but within a fac-
tor of 2.

The study reported above was part of a multifaceted
effort to employ statistical analysis and experiments with
the purpose of improving the simulated results. The specific
results presented above provided data to test all subsequent
modeling of the earliest phases of the radiative shock
experiments and provided a mean and probability distribu-
tion for the value of Be c to use in a polytropic model of Be
in this regime. Both these results proved useful as the model
improved. Ultimately, to improve the agreement of the
CRASH model and the data, relative to that shown in Figure
1, the largest single factor was to implement a laser-energy-
deposition package within CRASH,52,53 employing a 3D
calculation of ray trajectories and energy deposition.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed several shock breakout experi-
ments to characterize the initial state of radiative shock
experiments. Twelve experiments were performed and three
instruments were used to infer the shock breakout time (2
VISARS and SOP). The average shock breakout time was
457 ps for the 10 experiments that used a nominal 20 lm
Be disk. Two experiments were performed using a 10 lm
Be disk and the average shock velocity in the Be was
44 lm ns#1, which corresponds to an average pressure of 37
Mbars.

104 2D Hyades simulations were performed with vari-
ous values of Be polytropic c, electron flux limiter, Be thick-
ness, laser energy, and polyimide tube wall opacity. The
shock breakout time (defined as the time the shock reaches
the rear of the Be disk for that particular simulation) was
obtained from each simulation. The effects of varying each

individual parameter was evaluated and Be c was shown to
have the negative correlation to shock breakout time with
values of 1.4 to 1.55 comparable to the average experimen-
tal shock breakout time.

Electron flux limiter also has a negative correlation, but
not as strongly as Be c. This could be due to the large range
of c that was sampled. The majority of the shock breakout
times from the simulation results were shorter than the ex-
perimental shock breakout time. Using a smaller value for
the electron flux limiter would increase the shock breakout
time for the simulation output. Values used when modeling
similar experiments are 0.05 and 0.06. Be disk thickness has
a positive correlation while laser energy and polyimide wall
opacity have no correlation to the shock breakout time.
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